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Rally in support of rape victims draws a crowd
Hundreds.gather to 'Take back the Campus'
Mike Ehrmantrout
News Editor

A group of about 200 gathe red on Eastern's campus Nov.
21 to participate in a ca ndle light
vigil and rally in support of
survivors of sexual assault.
The crowd - Eastern students,
faculty, administrators, and community leaders - met in the mall
area in front of the PUB, lighting ca ndles in a silent demonstration of solidarity with all
rape victims .
Some he ld signs denouncing
ra p e and violence against
women.
After the candles were lit, the
crowd filed silently through the
campus toward Showalter Hall,
where a myriad of speakers
including administrators, students, faculty, sexual assault
advocates and other activists
spoke about the problem and
suggested possible solutions.
The rally was jointly organized by the EWU Students of
Sociology Club (SOS), ASEWU,
and other clubs and organiza-

tions in response to the recent
rash of reported rapes on campus and in Che ney involving
Eastern students.
As the crowd settled into the
Eagle Theater, SOS Pr sident
Andrea Tiffany comme nced the
forum by introducing modera tor Sue Wright, assista nt professor of sociology, who the n introduced the spea ke rs.
EWU Vice Preside nt for Academic Affairs James Hoffman,
representing EWU Preside nt
Marshall Drummond, re itera ted
the administration 's 'zero-tolerance' policy toward sexual harassment of any kind.
"Rape is sexual harassment
in one of its ugliest forms," said
Hoffman. "We're very clear, as
far as this administration stands,
we simply will not tolerate it. "
Hoffman said the administration believes education is the
best way to prevent sexual assault and sexual harassment.
Quoting from a statement codrafted by President Drummond
and ASEWU President Justin
Franke, Hoffman said:

"Unwanted sexual advances,
rape in particular, whether perpetrated by a stranger or an
acq uaintance, is perhaps the
most heinous affronts to a n
individual's basic rights."
Hoffman said the adm inistration is committed to bringing
additional training and counseling resources to the campus
to further the availability of rape
awa reness training.
"We need to add a position
in alcohol , drug, and sexual
assau lt to our cou nse ling center," Hoffman said to applause
from the crowd, and then outline d further administration
goals:
• new student orientations
to include more sexual assault
awareness training;
• augment victim support
services presently available,to
make them more covenient,
including a "no fee" policy for
victims of sexual assault;
• review of current student
conduct and residence hall
codes, and administrative actions connected with them, to

Michael Smith

EWU students and concerned community members carry
signs and candles in response to rapes on campus

ensure they are efficient, expeditious, fair and not in conflict
with one another;
• designation of single-sex
and alcohol-free living units
within the residence halls.
ASEWU President Justin
Franke said he enjoys sex as
much as anybody, but pointed
out that "Rape is not sex . Rape

is violent. Rape is an attack and
a violation of human rights.
Rape is about power and control, not making love," Franke
said. "As your student body
president, I'll do everything in
my power to make this campus
sensitive to the survivors and

see

Vigil page 2

EWU Disciplinary Board reinstates suspended student
Alcohol purchase connects student to one campus rape incident; involved in similar incident off-campus after reinstatement
Steven Grasser
Slaff ww,-,.

The EWU Disciplinary Committee has reinstated a student
suspended earlier by university
administrators for aUeged harassment of female students,
public nudity, trespassing, obscene behavior and repeated
alcohol rules violations.
Next week the same committee will consider charges against
two other EWU students, Tony
Ledenko and John Little, who
have been charged with rape
by the Spokane County
Prosecutor's Office.
The reinstated student, Brandon J. Schmid, was a witness in
the Ledenko incident and has
acknowledgeo in an Easterner
interview that he provided the

alcohol consumed by the alleged perpetrator, victim and
other witnesses, all of whom
are minors. This Oct. 14 incident occurred in Morrison Hall,
where alcohol is prohibited.
Schmid told The Easterner
that he also purchased the alcohol consumed by the alleged
perpetrator and victim, both
Eastern students, in a reported
off-campus rape on Nov. 11.
Police are not pressing rape
charges in that case, said Cheney
Police Sgt. Greg Lopes, because
of lack of evidence and the fact
that the accused passed a lie
detector test.
But, Lopes said, police are
recommending charges be
brought against Schmid for supplying alcohol to minors. The

alleged suspect and victim in
the incident were both minors.
While he admits purchasing
the alcohol, Schmid claims it
was for his own use. He said he
left it in the apartment where
the incident occurred while he
went out for dinner and the
minors had consumed it by the
time he returned .
In a letter dated Oct. 27,
Brian Levin-Stankevich, vice
provost for student affairs, notified Schmid that he was on
inte rim suspension pending a
hearing by rhe University Disciplinary Conrn1ittee.
Dean of Students Matthew
Chase sent Schmid a letter four
days later informing him that
his hearing was set for Nov. 3.
In the letter, which Schmid

Ren Evans
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also provided by Schmid to The
Easterner, Interim Director of
Housing and Residential Life
Dawn Atwater wrote:
"Brandon, you are no longer
welcome in the halls of Eastern
Washington University. lffound
in the halls, police will be called
and you will be cha rged with
trespassing.
"It is obvious from your behavior over the fall quarter that
you need to involve yourself in
either alcohol or some othe r
kind of counseling."
Citing confidentiality, Chase
wo uld , not reveal th e
conunittee's vote tally or explain their rationale for reinsl.1ting Schmid.
(A related story on the disciplinary board appears on page 3.)

Faculty to vote on new course scheduling proposal

INSIDE

EWU students get high

provided to The Easterner,
Chase wrote:
"University Housing has filed
three separate incident reports
regarding your activities in
Morrison Hall on the following
dates: September 25, 1995, October 14, 1995 and October 22,
1995. It is alleged that you were
in violation of published alcohol policies on all three dates.
In addition, it is also alleged
that you have engaged in obscene behavior, have knowingly violated a no-trespass order issued by University Housing, and have physically harassed female students living in
the res ide nt hall system ."
The Oct. 22 ref rence involves an alleged Morrison Hall
trespass. In an Oct. 25 letter,

SPORTS: Lady Eagle
hoopsters face GU tonight

-page 12

The Course Scheduling Committee, comprised of five faculty members and two administrators, is proposing to implement a new day course-scheduling pattern which would constitute a significant alteration of
the present system.
Supporters of the proposal,
led by Dr. Robert Morgenstern,
faculty president and professor

of criminal justice, say the purposes of the new cou rse-scheduling pattern is to provide students with alternative options
such as reducing their days on
campus to Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, or Tuesday
and Thursday.
Faculty members will vote
on the proposal today (second
floor, University House). The
committee recommends that if
faculty votes to accept the proposal, "it be passed on to the

President (Drummond) as a recommendation for implementation in the fall quarter of 19%."
ASEWU President Ju stin
Franke said he has been informed by administrators tl1at
the proposal must be approved
by a two-thirds majority vote
with a 25 percent faculty turnout. If this happens it will be
sent to the Faculty Senate and
President Drummond for fur-

see

proposal page 3
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Little pleads not guilty to rape cha~ge
Mike Ehrmantrout
News Editor

Former EWU Sophomore
John Little was arraigned on a
third-degree rape charge in
Superior Courton Tuesday, Nov.
28.

Jessica Johnson

John Little leaves courtroom after pl(tadlng not g~llty

Vigil from page 1
untolerating to the violators."
Lee Swedberg, the director
of the Women's Center, said
she has been a member of the
campus community for 20 years,
and the problem of sexual assault is not a new one.
But Swedberg said those attending the rally were witnessing and participating in a number of firsts . "Nothing like this,
that we are lCX>king at right
now, has happened before,"
said Swedberg.
"It's the first time that more
than one victim of assault in a
short period of time has been
brave enough, and angry
enough, and self-confident
enough to say 'When I said no,
I meant no."'
Swedberg said as a result of
that first, there followed a number of other· firsts. "It's the first
time that a president and an
administration has said 'Enough.
We will not tolerate this behavior any more on our campus.'
Zero tolerance.
"It's the first time that the
Easterner has devoted large segments of consecutive issues to
this problem.
"It's the first time that a whole
floor of one dormitory, Pearce
Hall fourth floor, has signed a
letter demanding information

Little pied not guilty to the
charge stemming from an incident in his Pearce Hall dorm
room on Oct. 26, in which he
was accused of raping a female
EWU student.
Little, 24, entered JudgeThomas Merryman's courtroom with
his lawyer, Terry Ryan .
The alleged victim in the case
was present, accompanied by
family and friends.
Little waived his right to have
the charges read. After asking
Little if he understood the
charges agai nst him, Judge
Merryman asked Little how he
wished to plea to the charges
against him.
"Not guilty," Little said.
Little was charged with third- .

and accountability for a crime
on their turf, and then distributed that letter to people in the
administration.
"And it is the first time that a
rally of this magnitude has been
organized on this problem."
Swedberg said with these
firsts, something long overdue
is happening here at Eastern.
Other speakers included Lisa
Brown, associate professor of
economics and state representative from the 3rd district; Annie

him a ride somewhere, and she
agreed, believing that if she
treated others witl1 respect, they
would respond in-kind.
She went to his door and he
invited her in, telling her he had
to get his coat. As she entered
his apartment, "he put his hands
around my neck ... just enough
pressure to let me know he
could [strangle me) if he wanted
to. He told me if I screamed he
would kill me."
The man then raped her.
Cole, EWU director of human
She described how difficult a
fights; and student representa- decision it was to report the
tives from the residence halls. assault.
But the most dramatic preBut she did report it, only to
sentation was saved for last. An suffer betrayal by the criminal
EWU student came to the mi- justice system. Her attacker was
crophone and began to relate given only 30 days in jail and
her experience of rape.
ordered to leave the state.
A hush fell over the crowd as
"I'm to a point where I can
she began to describe the vio- stick it [the experience) back
lent encounter she endured there and it can be there but it
seventeen years ago.
doesn't overtly affect my life ...
"About 24 hours ago, I I'm sure it does, though. You
thought Tm not doing this,"' see, he (her attacker) took someshe said, referring to addressing tl1ing from me that I can never
the rally.
get back ... my belief in people,
"I had it (the rape) pretty my innocence . .. he also took
neatly tucked back, in the very my dignity .. . and he took my
back of my mind ... but I didn't self-respect.
forget .. .1'11 never forget. "
"The message I want to get
She had moved to Spokane across to people here today is
"fresh out of high school." She this: When you sexually violate
moved to a "bad neighborhood" a woman, you 're not just violatand got to know her neighbors. ing her body, you 're violating
One neighbor asked her to give her mind and her soul."

Do You Suffer From
Asthma or Allergies?
You may ~ualifv to participate in one of our investigational
drug studies. Il you qualify, you will receive a free
physical exam, free study-related physician care and
free research medication. Those who qualify also
receive financial compensation.
For more information please call:

509-624-8166

Spokane Allergy & Asthma Research Unit

Michael J. Kraemer, MD
Steven M. Kemerman, DO
West 508 6th Ave, #308

Dedlated to Allergy and Astlurui Research Since 1988

d egree rape on Nov. 2, after an
investigation into the incident
by EWU campus police . His
bail was set at $5,000. Little
posted bond and was released
that same day.

Judge Merryman
ruled the bond
would remain in
effect and ordered
Little to refrain from
any type of contact
with the alleged
victim in the case.
Little's attorney told Judge
Merryman that the bond was
not necessary and said his clie nt is a reside nt of Spokane and
works full-time for a contractor
in Spokane and has no intention of leaving the area .
He also said Little had no
prior criminal history.

But deputy prosecutor Mary
Ann Brady told the judge that
Littl e doe s have a prior
midemeanor conviction a nd
requested the bond re main in
effect.
Judge Merryman ruled the
bond would remain in effect
and ordered LittJe to refrain
from any type of contact w ith
the alleged victim in tJ1e case.
The judge also ordered Little
to stay away from the Easte rn
campus.
Little has not attended classes
since the charge was filed.
Also attending the hearing
was EWU Dean of students Matt
Chase. After the hearing, as Little
was leavi ng the courtroom,
Chase approached Little a nd
handed him notification of a
hearing into alleged violations
by Little of the student conduct
code and the university sexual
assault policy by the EWU disciplinary board, to be held next
week.

Men's B-Ball Captain
arrested for assault
Anthony Bruner
Slaff Wrller

D'mitri Rideout, EWU men's
basketball captain and starting
point guard, was arrested following an altercation with his
girlfriend at the Townhouse
Apartments at 620 W 7th on
Thanksgiving night.

Although a charge of fourthdegree assault was flied at the
time of Rideout's arrest, it was
later dismissed "without prejudice." This means Rideout
has three months to complete an anger management program and provide documentation of having done so to prosecutors.
According to EWU Director of Public Safety Ron
Sperber, if Rideout fails to
do this, the charges may
be reinstated.
Fourth-degree assault is
a gross misdemeanor in
the state o( Washin~on,
and carries a maximum
sentence of one year in
prison and a $5,000 fine.
"They were at a party
and there was a disagreement and it appears there
was an altercation between
the two of them, " said
Sperber, whose office was
in charge of the investigation. "[Rideout) was apprehended and taken down
to jail and subsequently posted
bail."
According to police documents, Rideout attempted to
strangle his girlfriend. She refused medical treatment and
returned home before police
arrived.
Rideout remained at the party
and was later arrested and transported to Spokane County jail.
He then pqsted bond on bail set
at $1500 and was released, ac- 1
co ding to qie Spck, ne County
• I

J:iil.
Sperber said Rideout was arrested because the victim wished
to press charges and because in
the state of Washington, arrest
is mandatory any time police
are called to a domestic violence situation.
Rideout was suspended by
EWU basketball coach Steve
Aggers from Sunday's season
opener at Washington State, but
played against the Washington
Huskies Tuesday night, accord-

Jess tea Johnson

ing to an article in the Spokesman Review.
"It was a boyfriend/girlfriend,
spat sort of thing," said Aggers
after Tuesday night's game.
"They had a little argument,
shoved each other a little bit
and the police were called because of the Washington State
law and he had to spend the
night in jail. She (Rideout's g,irlfriend) never wanted to press
charges, period."

,,
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Downtown Business classes relocate to Riverpoint campus
Nancy J. Slack
~

Wrl,_,.

Students enrolled.in evening
business classes for winter quarter will travel east past the Spokane Center to the Riverpoint
Higher Education Park.
"All of the College of Business and Public Administration's
programs now offered at the
EWU Spokane Center will be
relocated to the Riverpoint campus," said Elroy McDermott,
business and public administration dean.
These programs, said
McDermott, include master's
degree programs in Business
Administration, Public Administration, Urban and Regional
Planning and the graduate certification program in Health Services Administration. Bachelor's
degree programs include Urban and Regional Planning,

Accounting, Marketing, Finance,
Operations Management, General Management, Human Resource Management, and Health
Services Administration.
The Riverpoint Higher Education Park is situated on a 48acre parcel of land on Riverpoint
Boulevard that reflects a commitment to a collaborative e ffort between public and private
higher education institutions for
the economic growth and development of the community.
The new 114,000 square-foot
building, due to open sometime inJanuary, will house not
only Eastern's business programs, but also Washington
State University's School of Architecture and Design.
"We are very excited about
this new facility, which is specially designed for the academic
programs we currently offer, as

we ll as accelerated weekend
courses and early morning,
lunch-hour and after-work programs," said McDermott in a
lette r sent to students last week .
Currently
located
in
Riverpoint Park, just across the
street from the new building, is
the Spokane Intercollegiate
Research and Technology Institute (SIRTI). SIRTI is a hybrid
institution made up of private
and public institutions - EWU,
Washington State University,
Community Colleges of Spokane, Whitworth College and
Gonzaga University. It arose
from a joint mandate from higher
education institutions and businesses to serve the interests and
needs of both.
"SIRTI was founded primarily to commercialize new technology, products and processes,
and the idea that new business

Disciplinary Committee: high power, low profile
Steven Grasser

SlaJ[WW,_,.

EWU students are generally
unaware of a university body
with broad powers, a committee that earlier this month reinstated a student accused of
numerous offenses and next
week will hear cases against
two alleged rapists.
The committee is so littleknown in part because most of
its meetings are held behind
closed doors.
Inte rim Dean . of Stt1de nts
Matthew Chase; the committee's
no n-voting c ha ir, says th at
meeting a r always open un i ss th e a cus d o r the complainant re qu es ts th y be
closed .
Ch:is · neve rtheless acknowldg s that in ca es as serious as
these it is hig hly like ly that o ne
or the o the r w ill request a dos cl
meeting.

under Washington law to impose sanctions against students
ranging from a verbal warning
they be closed, but Chase said for infractions deemed minor to
that if they hadn't made the disciplinary suspension and
requests the accused in all prob- fines of up to $200.
According to the EWU Stuability would have.
While the rules of evidence dent Conduct Code, the univerin committee hearings are simi- sity disciplinary officer can suslar to a court case, other aspects pend students only if"the safety
of one or more individuals is
are -quite different.
In a criminal case , a jury of imperiled, property is enda nthe accused's peers must agree gered, or the unive rsity's ability
unanimously that he or she is to function is in question. "
Even the n, the suspe nsion is
guilty beyond a reasonable
tempor~ry.
in effect only until a
do ubt, but in disciplinary he~-.
ings only.a simpl~ majority pf disciplinary he~ riog is .h e ld ,
me mbe rs n eel agree that o ne which must be do ne w ith in 10
sicl has proven th ir case based cbys of the susp nsio n.
Th commiuec's o ptio ns ino n a pr poncle rance of the eviclude
suspe nding a stud nt fo r
de nce .
That's b ca us , ha s said, a sp ifiecl p riocl of time r
"Yo u have a rig ht to a ju ry trial, dismissing th stud nl pe rn1:1but an nclance at th university n ntly, with no pro m is that th
student w ill be allow cl L r is a privileg e."
As unive rsity disciplinary of- turn at any f·Ulur Lime.
Bec:w s of the o mmittee 's
fice r, Chase has the authority
co nsicle rabl powe rs, has
said, it is impo rtant that m mbers be ca pable.
"A stude nt before the disciplinary committee faces a much
better-informed pane l than
someone being tried by a jury
in criminal court," Chase said .
"Members have been through a
lot of training, and they have a
good grasp of the issues. "
The 10 members of the committee include five faculty and/
or administrators appointed to
three-year terms by the university president and five students
appointed by the ASEWU president for one-year terms.
At least six members must be
present for a hearing to be held.
Chase said he will not disclooe how many members attend closed meetings nor actions taken by the committee,
because the results are "part of
the student's academic record."
Interested parties can obtain
a copy of the EWU Student
Conduct Code in PUB Room
215. The Code contains a detailed description of the disciplinary committee's composition,, duties and ~wers.
The alleged victims in the
two incidents which prompted
next week's hearings requested

ventures are built around new
technology, " said SIRTI Executive Director Lyle Anderson.
A SIRTI project involves collaborative development of commercialization strategies of a
product's marketing plans, explained Mary Joan Hahn, SIRTI's
Communication Manager.
"The kind of up-front research
and business analysis provided
by business students can be
valuable to the commercialization process," said Hahn.
The benefits of this collaboration are already being realized by EWU students enrolled
in the undergraduate computer
information system and graduate computer science programs,
according to Steve Simmons.
"We are catching rapid currents
in computer science because of
international networking and
research opportunities of which

fOpoSal from page
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ther consideration and recommendations, said Franke. But
Franke reports the word around
campus is that it will not pass
as presently written. If it does
pass, Franke said he will oppose the plan because, "It is
not in the best interests of the
students on this campus."
Other student representatives expressed similar sentiments. Some stated concerns
that they were not adequately
informed of scheduled faculty
forums whe re the issue was
discussed.
• In general, students appea r
10 be unaware of the proposed
course scheduling paue rn . Of
those stude nts who are awa re
of the pro posal, many see m
unsure if il would actu all y accomplish a sho rte r wee k.
o m fa culty ar also expr ssing conce rns. David B II ,
professo r of gove rnm nt sa id,
"Normal procedur at EWU is
to discuss controv rsial is ues
re lated to unive rsity po licy in a
sha red govern:m ce situatio n.
This appea rs to be, and mo re
than likely is, a subve rsio n of
normal procedures and gove rnance." He added , "It appea rs
to be a deliberate attempt to
bypass an open discussion with
the necessary constituents - faculty and students."
According to the latest documents provided to faculty members by the Course Scheduling
Committee, if the new scheduling pattern is put in place,
Monday/Wednesday /Friday
five-credit classes will be one
hour and 25 minutes; four.credit classes will be one hour
and 10 minutes; and threecredit classes 50 minutes. On
Tuesday and Thursday, fivecredit classes will be two hours
and five minutes; four-credit
classes one hour and 45 minutes; and three-credit classes
one hour and 15 minutes.
In addition, on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, there would be a
significant break when no
classes would be offered. This
break in the day would be

there are two to three times
more at SIRTI," says Simmons.
While the logistics of travel
time and bus schedules can be
a proble m for both faculty and
students, the benefits definite ly
outweigh the negatives, insists
Simmons. "The job opportunities for the stude nts an~ the
interactions with other faculty
make it worthwhile. It's a balance, but it is heavily we ighted
on the plus side ."
Simmons b e li e ves th e
Riverpoint facility will only improve as more programs move
in . "There is some crossover
between computer science and
business programs and with the
business school moving in the re
in winter or spring, students
will be able to take their classes
between the two buildings without so much travel downtown
or to Cheney."

designated as "campus activi
time." Between the five-credi
classes, there would be a 65
minute break from 12:25 p.m.
1:30 p.m. Between the four
credit classes, there would
an 85-minute break from 12: 0
p.m.-l :30p.m., and between th
thre e -cre dit classes, a l 15
minute break from l l :35 a. m.
1:30 p.m.
Although he was relucta n
Lo provide lengthy deta ils, Flasl
Gibson, Vice Pro vost For Un
dergraduate Affa irs a nd me m
ber of the scheduling commit
tee, did express some rese rva
Lions about the new syste m
He admiued that the o urs
selection would be reducec
fro m 45 to 26 course off ring
per qua rte r. However h it c
so me possible be n fits . ibso
aid , "Th lo nger lasses allo v.
fo r a hig her 1ua lity o f lea rn in
and fo r mo re sta b ili ty in th
s hectule." Whe n ask cl if stu
d nts wou ld have LO sta y i
s hool I nger 10 a rn a degree
ibso n re pli cl , "We w ill try t
preve nt that fro m happ ni ng'
but wa s unable 10 explai n how
Attempts were mad to r a I
Dr. Mo rgenst rn for o mme nt
but he did no t return the a lls
While most fac ulty mem
bers are aware of the proposal
most of those que ried dec!in
to comment on the new sys ten
saying they are not e ntire!
informed on the issue.
However, some facult
members appear less tha
thrilled at the prospect of thes
changes being implemented
In a November 28th facult
forum, Brian Houser, assistan
professor in Physics said, "
urge my colleagues to vot
against this proposed course
scheduling pattern because i
deserves much more consider
ation before being voted on."
Hauser admitted that th
present system could use wor
but said the proposed pl~n i
not any more desirable. Ro
Dalla, chair of the math depart
ment added, "This propose
system just can't work becaus1:
of scheduling conflicts betwee
departments ."

l
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Franke freezes Ski re·am funding at the Qate
ASEWU President poised to veto supplemental budget allocation
John Conway
Slaff Writer

The EWlJ Ski Team received
a lift whe n the ASEWU Council
allocated them $1 ,000 from the
supg/emental budget, but that
source of funds may be headed
downhill fast - ASEWU President Justin Fra nke is considering a veto of the funding measure.
A veto would postpone a ny
reconsideratio n of this funding
until after the Christmas break,
when Council reconvenes for
winte r quarter.

After comparing the line items
from the s~i team's supplemental budget request with those
from last year's Services and
Activities Budget request, President Franke questioned whether
Council bylaws may have been
violated in approving the request.
"I'm very conce rned with the
precedent this sets," said Franke
after the meeting. "The Finance
Committee reviewed the ski
tea m budget request last yea r, a
hea ring and an appeal process
was ava ilable to the m, and that
Council chose not to provide
them this funding . Coming back

to this Council with what's primarily the same request, under
the pretext of a supplemental
budget request, is not right."
"This decision was already
made during the S&A budget
process. What was approved at
the meeting isn't what the suppleme:;ntal budget is designed for. "

"Coming back to
this Council with
what's primarily the
same request, under
the pretext of a
supplemental budget request, is not
right."
Finance Vice President Greg
McAllister, who was standing
nearby in the Council office,
agreed with President Franke.
During the Council meeting,
McAllister began his presentation of this supplemental request by reading ft9m ByJaw
3004, section ' 1;. "The pi:i.mary
purpose of the supplem~ntal
budget is for emergency purposes, unforeseen circumstances, and items not requested
in the annual budget.·"
"The items on this supplemental request do not meet the

criteria," said McAllister. "It's
possible I didn't make that clear
enough to Council, but basically this is a case where they
(the ski team) didn't get it before, so they're back asking for
the money again."
In their original 1995-96 budget request, the ski team asked
for $12,620 for equipme nt,
dues, insurance, coaches, training camps, transportation, lift
tickets, accommodations, food
and incidenta l expe nses. During last yea r's S&A budget process the ski team was allocated
$1,140, of which approximately
$900 was for lift tickets, hotels,
transportation and food.
Of the amount originally
requested , $1,500 was for the
payment of dues to the United
States Collegiate Ski Association (USCSA) and NW Collegiate Conference. The Finance
Committee refused to fund either of those items last year,
but USCSA . dues reappeared
on this supplemental budget
request.
Council approved the
supplemental request for $1,000
for USCSA dues, but rejected
$824 for race training and $350
for additional hotel accommodations.
"This [request) wasn't originally expected to be voted on,"
said McAllister. "It was brought

before Council this week for
consideration because the Finance Committee wasn't able
to make a recommendation.
There was concern a one-month
delay could have adversely effected [the team's] ability to organize."
This "cris is ma nageme nt"
type of practice is an additional
source of concern to Preside nt
Frank .
"I understand the ski tea m is
under new leadership," said
Franke. "They're trying to get
orga nized for the winter and
they'd like an answer as soon as
possible, but this doesn't excuse us (ASEWU Council members) from our jobs."
"Only two of the four members (McAllister and Council
member Angela Lindquist) attended the Finance Committee
meeting where this request was
first considered. This request
should not have gotte n out of
that committee," said Franke.
"If the other two council
members had attended their
committee meeting, as they're
supposedly required to do, it's
possible the ski team could have
gotten their answer even
sooner."
ASEWU Council will reconvene on Tuesday.Jan. 9, at 3:15
for the first meeting of Winter
quarter.
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WIN FREE TEXTBOOKS FOR WINTER 96
Receive one entry for each Textbook we Buyback

GRADUATE FROM
HIGH.SCHOOL TO HIGH-TECH.
Look in the mirror.
You11 see a young person
who could probably qualify for high-tech training
in the U.S. Army.
Satellite communications...avionics ...digital
systems...computers...
lasers...fiber optics...
The Army gives you a choice of over 50 specialty
skills on the cutting edge of today's technology. Any
of them will give ~ a big edge on a bright future.
!l
Look in on your local Army Recruiter and ask
about high-tech training for your future in today's
modern Army.

1 -800-USA-ARMY
AR_MY- i~ ~I!.~ Y.OU CAN ·11:

BUYBACK HOURS 12/4 • 1211 8:00 · 4:00 12/8 8:00 · 12:00
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REASONS TO SELL YOUR
UNWANTED BOOKS
PRIZES
MONEY
·sAVETREES
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LOWER PRICES FOR
NEXT PURCHASER
MONEY
UNWANTED BOOKS ARE
· HEAVY TO MOVE 1
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YOU KNOW EVERYTHING
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LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS

Matress Sets Reconditioned

Famous U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet

Twin, Full, Queen, King

During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the 'Ski Team· diet to lose 20 pounds In two weeks. That's
right • 20 poun,ds In 14 days! The basis of the diet Is chemical food
c1cllon and was devised by a famous Colorado physician especially for
the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy Is maintained (very imporlantl) while
reducing. You keep 'lull' - no starvation - because the diet Is designed
that way. It's a diet that Is easy lo follow whether you work, travel or slay
at home.
This is, honestly, a fanlastically successful diet. II it weren'I. lhe U.S.
Women's Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Righi? So,
give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight lhe
scientific, proven way. Even II you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to
yourself to try the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet. That is. if you
really do want lo lose'20 pounds In two weeks. Order today! Tear this out
as a remln~er.
Send only $8.95 ($9.60 In Calll.)-add .50 cents RUSH service to:
:American Institute, 721 E. Main Street, Dept . 254, Santa Maria , CA
1
93454-4507. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds In two
i weeksl Because that's what t~e Ski Team Diet will do.
~ 1995 .
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• 12-5 pm Holiday in the PUB,
activities for families and more
• 8 pm Duke Ellington "Nut
cracker." Spokane Jazz Orchestra at the Met. Call 325-SEAT
for tickets.
• 8 pm Movie: Clueless
• 8 pm "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest," featuring
Eastern student performers.
North Central Community
Center, N1603 Belt, Spokane.
Call 327-9907 for information

Deadline fo.r Giving Tree gift f;l,==..L, • 12 pm Music Convocation
turn-in. ASEWU Offices, PUB 303 ,
Spokane String Quartet, Music
• ASEWU Child Care subsidy
\
Bldg Recital Hall
forms due, PUB 303
'
• 1 & 8 pm Movie: Clueless
• 7 pm Women's Basketball vs.
• 10 pm Morris Street Cafe
Gonzaga
Entertainment Night
• 7:30 pm Soundscapes. EWU
• HIV testing at Spokane
Wind, Percussion, Brass EnRockwood Clinic. Pick-up
sembles, Music Bldg. Recital Hall
screening form at ASEWU or
• HIV testing. Cheney Rockwood
Student Health Offices
Clinic. Pick-up screening forms at
• KPBX Holiday Auction, $5
ASEWU or Student Health Offices
donation. E204 Augusta, Spokane

r.a==--. • 4 pm "Christmas Crackers: An =="- • Finals week begins
Olde English Family Celebration!' St John's Cathedral, El27
12th, Spokane
• 8 pm Movie: Clueless

• Thru 12/8 Giving Tree gift pick-==""' • 6 pm Winter Sport and Ski
up. M-F: 8:30 am-12fm, 1-4:30 ·
Swap. Che·~r::y City I-Jail
pm, Monroe Hall 11
Auditorium, 609 Second St.,
• 3-5 pm All campus holiday
Cheney
reception. Sponsored by the
President's office. Showalter
Rotunda.

'Angels' give theater students a shot at stardom
ByUsaMoss
Staff Writer

Passion for the theater
brought Jessica, Ben and
Lindy scholarships from
angels. The "Theater Angel
Scholarship Program" is
helping these e ntt:iusiastic
EWU students pursue careers
as a collage theater professor,
a film technical designer and a
director of film and theater
thanks to donations from
Eastern faculty, staff, alumni,
and community members.
The Theater Angel Scholarship program has enabled
several students to pursue
their dream of working in the
theater.
Sixty "angels" have donated
to the scholarship program
within the past year, estimates
R. Boyd Devin, chair of EWU's
Theater Department.
One of the Theater Angel
Scholarship recipients, Jessica
McLaughlin, says growing up
in a theatrical environment is
what inspired her love for the
theater. Laughing,
McLaughlin remembers doing
"a lot of off-key singing" at
the age of four in her first role
as an orphan boy in the
musical "Oliver". Her parents
were theater people, and
rather than hire a baby-siner,
McLaughlin recalls, "my
parents would always just take
me to the theater. .. sit me in a
seat and make me watch
rehearsals."
While the junior transfer
student prefers performing
musical theater, most,
McLaughlin is also intrigued
with behind-the-scenes work.
From designing 3-D stage
make-up to constructing sets,
McLaughlin says she wants to
be able to do it all. Her .
intention is to become a
college theate r professor,
where she can employ her
broad spectrum of interest
and tale nt.
Cast as a major character in
a high school play, Lindy
Je ntges fell in love with the
theater. "Once you're involv cl with th e th mer, it g ts

into you're blood," exclaims
Jentges, "to the point where
you just have to be in theater!" Jentges' involvement
extends beyond the stage to
theater's technical side,
including set design and
lighting.
Audiences are often
unaware of the technical
elements which make up a
show, just the features that
sophomore Jentges finds
fascinating. One such
component involves nature's
display of a thunderstorm.
"In regular life there's
· lightening and then thunder,
but in theater there's thunder,
then lightening. It makes
more sense to the audience,"
explains Jentges.
After undergraduate and
graduate studies, Jentges
wants to employ her talents
designing models for film
"like the sets in the movie
'Batman Forever,"' she
explains. "All of it was made

Ill
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Garry Lajuene in the recent
EWU production "Noises
Off."
The sophomore said he
with models."
shared many traits with the
Ben Meader got his theatricharacter and enjoyed "just
cal start in an eighth-grade
being really quirky and
drama class and by high
running around on stage. "
school knew he wanted go
Though he enjoys acting,
into the theater. To cultivate
his dream of being involved in Meader's sights are set on
becoming a director of film
the theater, Meader said he
and theater.
worked with his high schCX>l
The theater department
drama teacher keeping the
school's drama program alive. defines a theater angel as "a
spiritual being superior to
Of the eight plays he's
ordinary people in intelliperformed, Meader says his
favorite role was playing

gence and power - one who
aids or supports a theatrical
venture with money and
influence." The purpose of
the scholarships is lo recruit
bright students for EWU's
theater.
Established in 1991 and
now part of the EWU Foundation, the scholarship program
accumulated sufficient
donations to award its first
$1,000 scholarship in 1994.
To be recommended for an
award, students must be
theater majors and act in or
work on all the plays during a
given year. Last year, Kara Jo
Oliver received a Theater
Angel Scholarship, along with
Lindy Jentges and Ben
Meader. This year's scholarship winners are freshmen
Jared Deverau, Jessica Kilmer,
Dan Caldwell and Jessica
McLaughlin.

ATTENTION
DECEMBER GRADS
If you're looking for a progressive c.irecr In sales, ~arketlng and
management look no further! As a management tr:llnec with Enterprise
Rent-A-Car, we will provide you with classroom and hands-on Ir.lining
that will help you learn all aspects or running a business.
Promotions are 100% from within :tnd based solely 011 performance.

~

H@RAnrrs
LOUN-M"E~

,

4

Located in Cavanaugh's Fourth Avenue
E. 110 Fourth Avenue • 838-610 I

>

Qualified Candidates must have:
· BA/BS preferred all majors welcome
· Strong communication skills
· Previous sales/customer service experi~ce a plus
· Clean driving record
Average First Year E:imln~ $23,000
Average Sccond-TI1ird Year Earnin~ $30-50,000

Opportunities in the ruget Sound, Spokane and the Tri-Cities

,.
Sound interesting?!? fi\X resume to 206-228-8858
Or send to:
llum:m Resou rce Oep111m, n1
2000 1kt1S<lURoat! Soulh, Ste. 250
Re111011. W.tsh11tKtn11 9R055

Questions, please call '.!06-2211 -8699. For adtlill onal i11for111:ilion
antl literature, plc:isc , isi t your Campus Career Cen ter

CANCUN-MAZATLAN-DAYTONA 'BEACff
YOUR SPRING BREAK PARTY WEEK
INCLUDES:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

F OM ONlY

Round trip flight fiom major citieo.
7nJallbhoccl
Round trip 1r111sfcn fiom
10 hocel
FRBB welcome ponies .t. club odmiaions.
FREI! SPRINO BREAK PARTY PACK
Professional ll&fTon locahon 24hn. a day.
All ocrvice clwaca, puili.. and hoccl t&.'tes
(aocpe
deponure ,.,... and r-)
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CALL TODAY S!50.00 DEl'OSIT WILL GUARANTEE Y UR S ACE

Travel Minders-(509) 624-897~
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Experts say internships are the best way to 'network'
Dan Burns

ships. Without an internship,
according to McDe rmitt, one's
chances of landing a permanent job with a particular
company are considerably
fewer.
The main thrust of the Beta
Alpha Psi-sponsored event
was provided by the nine
panelists with their empirical
knowledge of internships.
For panelist George
Mccloud, a claims representative for the Social Security
Department, a difficult
internship paid off handsomely. "I was waiting tables
and had a three-year-old son
when I decided to apply,"
said McCloud. "I was in tears

Staff Writer

Inte rnships are "in" these
days, according to Elroy
McDerrnitt, Eastern's dean of
business administration. He
insists, "They are an opportunity you can't afford to miss."
McDerrnitt's opinion was
shared by a panel of current
and past EWU student interns
at an internship symposium
held last Monday in Kingston
auditorium. One hundred
people, most of them students, attended the event.
"Networking" (making

professional contacts) and
marketing one's talents to
future employers motivate
most students to become
interns, and ~e opportunity
to utilize cheap-but-valuable
labor in tum motivates most
employers to provide intern-

about my prospects." When
he approached his academic

department head and started
talking to companies, he was
hired after his first interview.
It was difficult for

Mccloud to maintain his
inte rnship. Like ·most inte rns
he was paid modestly and he
was forced to take out an
additional student loan. His
inte rnship was full time, and
he hac;l to complete his
degree in a specified time
frame to be extended a job
offer.
Typically, internships are
not as difficult to acquire and
not quite "as demanding.
"It's like the old saying:
Nobody will hire you without
experience," says McDermitt.
"But you can't get experience
without a job.,,Eastern now gives. academic credit for internships.
This offsets tuition costs and
also helps working students
who often must decrease their
time spent on the job.
Most internship positions
tend to be full-time, although

they are becoming more
flexible to accommodate
varying schedules. Reimburseme nt te nds to be nominal, if
there is any at all, and most
compensated inte rnships fill
up quickly.
One benefit me ntioned by
the panelists is the opportunity for students to get a free
look at potential employers
with only a minimal commitment. That was the case for
Peter Leland, an IBM executive and '87 EWU graduate.
Leland initially interned with
a securities firm where he
d~overed something important. "[The internship] helped
me identify what I wanted to
do when I got out of school,"
said Leland, the only panelist
working for a company
different from the one where
he had interned. "It showed
me I dldn't want to go into

securities."
Leland also recommended
that stude nts get involved as
early as possible, even as
high school seniors.
Some internships are more
easily acquired than others.
Business school student
liaison DanaPruiettsaid in the
field of marketing there are
more avahabie internships
than students applying for
them, while accounting has a
greater supply of available
students applying for fewer
internships. However, Christina English, an accountant by
trade, said making herself
available during tax season
helped to get an internship
with the accounting firm BDO
Seidman. Her internship
eventually led to a job with
the same company. English
thinks that similar possibilities
are available in other fields.

Eastern ROTC cadets raAk #1 at summer leadership camp

Eight EWU student cadets
earned the nation's highest
composite score at this
summer's ROTC Advanced
Leade rship Camp. The camp
consisted of 4,000 particip~nts
from 320 unive rsities.
West Point graduate and
Eastern Military Science
Depa rtme nt Head, Major
Ja mes D. McMullin said the
cadets accomplished this
honor "because of their
abilities a nd quality of
training."
He said experience was a
significant factor in the
group's success. Four members of the team have prior
military exposure as enlisted
soldiers. McMullin reserved
his highest praise for their
instructor, Sgt. 1st Class
Donald Barer, whom he
credits with providing "some
real quality teaching."
Student cadet Robert
Richardson received the
Camp Commander Leadership
Award given by the Cadres

(or judges) in recognition of
top leadership. However, the
victory was a result of high
composite scores in all three
categories: leadership,
reaction skills and the ability
to perform under pressure.
Richardson and several
others including Kermit
Brown, Kurt Harsh, Jeff
Jedynak, Jason Archibald,
Kathleen LeCoq-Ca nnon,
De re k Bowles and Barry
Ruppelius, all upper
classmen, were Eastern's
re presentatives at Fort Lewis
in Washington.
Oddly, to these elite
victors, the re came no spoils.
According to McMullin, there
we re no trophies or bonuses,
and no extraordinary recognition awarded to the group,
not even a private fete among
the rank and ftle. Student
cadet Barry Ruppelius said,
"The group handled recognition very professionally.
There was no real celebration."
Ruppelius credits this to the
intense training and "higher
calling" of the 55 ROTC
enrollees at Eastern, who

have pledged themselves for
three to four years of active
duty after graduation. They

will be stationed at places
unknown to them now.
However, they are allowed to
make a wish list of preferences that is given some
consideration by the Army
brass.
The student recruits start at
MS~1 their freshman year.
They usually dedicate about
eight hours of their week to
~
the program. They receive
,2
about $150 per month stipend ~
from Uncle Sam, in add ition i;:
to medical and health benFrom left to right: Cad. Claude Barfield, Maj. McMullin, Capt.
efits. Their MS-2 of Military
Schaeffer, Robert Richardson, Kathy· LeCoq-Cannon, Kermit
Stude nt, second year, is much Brown, Jason Archibald, Kurt Harsh, Barry Ruppelius, Sgt 1st
the same in terms of their
Class Barber
commitment. Students may
extraordinary achievement
time consuming, " said
ente r into the ROTC program
gives the ROTC program a
Ruppelius. They must maintheir junior year. To do so,
boost. "Quality attracts
tain at least a 2.5 GPA.
they are required to particiquantity. And by having a
Most importantly, they
pate in an intense Cadet Basic must learn how to be leaders. quality program, other people
Camp.
will want to come."
"A leader must be able to
According to Ruppelius,
Maybe the best reward for
improve, adapt and overthings change dramatically for come," said Ruppelius. That
the group is the performance
MS-3 and MS-4 cadets. As
they gave over the other 320
adaptability sometimes
upperclassmen, they are
schools. ROTC leaders hope it
requires the ability to fit "ten
referred to by underclassmen
will set the stage for a thriving
pounds of crap into a five
as "sir" or "ma'am." Their
ROTC program at Eastern for
pound sack."
workload "becomes more
years
to come.
McMullin hopes this

Cheney
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Care
Center

GOLDEN PEARL
CHINESE

RESTAURANT

(509) 235-5578

Chiropractic

Physicians

Across from Excell
Mon.-Fri. 11 :00-9:00
Sat. 4:00-9:00
Sun. 12:00-8:00

Dr. Bob Patten

Dr. Lauren
Bathurst

Back Pain • Neck Pain • Tension • Headaches • Stress
• Problems associated with too much sitting
J ust moved? Need a local chiropractor? We cnn call for your records.

1883 1st Street
Cheney, WA 99004
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Alternative bands find refuge in Cheney club ·
Mike Dragan
Sta

Writer

heney, Washington
often synonymo us
with "entertai nme nt
va uum ," h::is experienced a
close of big c ity "alternative"
cu lture, wi th the recent
o pening of the Lava Java
offee house and alte rnative
e ntertainment club.
Wa nting to "fill the void,"
and try their hands in business, two young Alaskan
natives have descended on
Cheney in the hopes of
turning their love of alternative music and culture into a
thriving business.
Generation X e ntreprene urs
Dave Keen and Carl Curry
(both 20-years-old) have
turned what was once an
underground meat locker into
what might be best described
as a surrealistic visual assault.
As you descend the dark
stairway from Main Street, the
journey has the feel of

C

Liverpool
,
I
England's'
Cavern ,
where
bands like
the Beatles
and Rolling
Stones
played fo r
.....-....
free beer.
At the
bottom of
the stairs,
the dim
blue light
gives way
to the steelcaged stage
Jessfcafobnson
where local
EWU bands
With the help of co-owner David Keen, Can Curry creatos a drink
like Plugugly using his _favorite flavor - creme d'menthe
and Jack Salad rip out alterna- comers, the place has an
interpretation of the Sistine
tive riffs while whirling
eclectic feel: part industrial,
Chapel to surreal, hidden
dervish caffeine freaks shred
part coffeehouse, and part
. images (not to mention an
up the spacious dance floor.
acid trip.
especially nostalgic "Yellow
It's hard to believe this is
The intriguing murals of
Submarine").
Cheney.
Lava Java (painted by WWU
Co-owner Curry, who has
With sofas and coffee
student Nick Broos) offer
a background as a jazz
tables hugging intimate
everything from a new
musician hopes to bring

some up-and-coming bands to
l h e c 1u b .
''I'd like to b ring in some of
the Seattle ba nds that play in
other University towns like
Be llingham to Che ney. We' re
also thinking about live comedy
and fringe thea te r afte r we make
some stage re novations over
Christmas."
Until tl1en, live local bands on
weeke nd and Thu rsday night
gatherings for the popular
television show "Friends" w ill
continue.
When asked how receptive
the town has been to the young
entrepreneurs, co-owner Keen
said he had nothing but p~ise
for Cheney.
"Everyone from Seafirst Bank
to the police and fire departments have been extremely
supportive. It's been great."
And with that, Plugugly began
to rage, pigs flew and Satan
shivered as alternative entertainment found yet another place to
roost in Cheney.

Hegi's "Salt Dancers" a Big Hit For EWU Reading Series

Jesslcajobnson

M ike Dragan
Sta

of a pregnant 41-year-old
woman who returns to
Spokane after many years to
face her abusive father.
Having recently returned
from a national book tour,
Hegi was reading from the
book to a Spokane audience
for the first time.
"It's nice to read to people
who are familiar with the
places in the book," Hegi
commented.

Among those in atten-

dance, was what seemed to
be a virtual "Who's Who" in
the Spokane literary community.
Anna Monardo, the
chairperson of EWU's
Masters of Fine Arts in
Creative Writing program,
commented on the entire
EWU reading series with a
message to Eastern stude nts.
"This is a chance to hear

Writer

some of our nation's best
writers. Don't pass it up! "
When asked for her
reaction to the reading,
Laura Moulton, an EWU,
MFA student, praised the
evening enthusiastically by
saying, "Events like this are
great for Spokane, because
they help disprove the

· :: !3olte111it111 Trt1di11g
·,. ,~.

As p::i rt of the 1995-96 EWU
r of Fine Arts reading
<; ries , Easte rn 's resident
lit · rary celebrity , Ursula Heg i,
pre e ntecl th Spok:rn
co mmuni ty with a reading
fro m h r natio nall y- renowned
nov I " alt Dane r " last week
:11 th Dav nport Ho t I.
The historic hote l, wh ich
p nso r cl th series provided
th elegant Elizabethan Room
free of harge fo r m eve nt.
The beau tiful , vi ntage room
was the ideal setting for
Hegis' wa rm , accented
elocution, which she combi ned with delicate, razorsharp imagery to pe netrate
the reverent silence of the
hu ndred-plus people in
attendance.
"Salt Dancers" is the slory
1\ last

notion that Spokane is limited in
the arts."
The EWU, MFA reading series
continues in December with Lesa
Luders reading from her newly
published "Lady God." Luders, a
new professor in the EWU,
creative writing program, is the
most recent addition to Eastern's
MFA literary dream team.

Import-Export

8.,24 W Strc1g11e :Ave1111e • 838 -59.-24

Across from tire Historic Davenport Hotel
8/toes from Clt1rks of f.11gh11d
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•
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High -tech training
Ed ucation
Ex perience
Exce llent salary
Management opportunities
Medical and dental coverage
Advancement
Worldwide travel
Tax-free allowances

Uqq from A11strt1lt'tl
slteepski11 /Joots & st1!1dt1ls

For more information call
1-800-423-USAF or contact your

Al,P~t1 sWMters, ltt1ts. gloves, t111d
wt1/I ltt111g1't!p from Pen1, f.c11tJtlor & MtXICO

local Air Force recruiter.
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Bar & Grill• W. 321 Sprague• (509) 624-4549
•Sunday•
Total 80's
• Wednesday •
Ladies Night - 25¢ Champagne & Coolers
•Thursday•
College Night - $2 .50 pitchers
• Friday & Saturday •
Live Rock!
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GRILL

Wi ne, Food & Cocktails
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(208) 666-9087
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Alternative bands find refuge in Cheney club
Mike Dragan
Sta.ff Writer

Liverpool ,
England's

some up-and-coming bands to
the cl ub .

heney. Washingto n,
o ft en synonymou s
w ith "entertainment
vac uum,·· has experienced a
close of b ig city "alternati ve"

cavern,
where
bands like
the Bea tl es
and Rolling

'Tel like lo bring in som e of
the Sea ttle bands th:11 play in
Olher University towns like
Bell ingham 10 Cheney. We're
also thinking about live cornedy

culture, wi1h the recent
opening o f the L,va Java
coffee hou~e a nd a lternative
c ntc rtainme rn club.
Wanting to "fill the void,"
and try their hands in business, two young Alaska n
natives have descended on
Cheney in the hopes or
turning 1heir love or alternative music and culture into a
thriving business.
Generation X entrepreneurs
Dave Keen and Carl Cuny
(both 20-years~ld ) have
turned what was o nce an
underground meat locker into
wha t might be best described
as a surrealistic visual assault.
As you descend the dark
staiJWay from Main Street, the
journey has the feel o f

Sto nes
pbyed for
free beer.
At the
bottom or
the sta irs,
:"""!oi•~
the dim
blue light
gives way
to the steelcaged stage
]esstcafobnson
where local
With the help of co-owner David Keen, Can Curry creatH a drink
EWU bands
ualng
h I• favort te fl avor • creme d'menthe
like Plugugly
and Jack Salad rip o ut alterna- com ers, the place has an
interpretation of the Sistine
tive riffs while whirling
eclectic Feel: part industrial,
Chapel to surreal, hidden
dervish caffeine freaks shred
pan coffeehouse, and pan
, images (not to mention an
up the spacious dance floor.
acid trip.
especially nostalgic "Ye llow
It 's hard to believe this is
The intriguing murals of
Submarine").
Cheney.
Lava Java (painte{f by WWU
Co-owner Curry, who has
With sofas and coffee
srudent Nick Broos) offer
a background as a jazz
tables hugging intimate
everything from a new
musician hopes to _b ring

and fr inge theater :1fter we make
some stage renovations ove r
Christma s."
Until the n, live loca l b,rnds on
weekend and Thmsday night
gatherings for the popula r
televis ion show "Friends" will
continu e.
When asked how receptive
the town has been to the you ng
entrepreneurs, co-owner Keen
said he had nothing but pru.ise
f Ch
or
eney ·
'"'Everyone from Seafiirst Bank
to the police and fire departments have been extremely
sup_portive. It's been great."
And with that, Plugugly began
to rage, pigs flew and Satan
shivered as alternative e ntertainme nt found yet another place to
roost in Cheney.

C

Hegi's "Salt Dancers" a Big Hit For EWU Reading Series

·J

jessfcajohn.son

Mike Dragan
~

of a pregnant 41 -year-old
woma n w ho retu rns to
Spokane after many years to
face her abusive fathe r.
Having recently returned
from a national book tour,
Hegi was reading from the
lx>ok to a Spoka ne audience
for the first time.
"It's nice to read 10 people
who are familia r with the
places in the book,'' Hegi
commented.

Among those in attendance, was what seemed to
be a virtual "Who's Who" in
the S_pokane literary community.
Anna Monardo, the
chairperson of EWU's
Masters of Fine Arts in
Creative Writing program,
commented on the entire
EWU reading series with a
message to Eastern students.
~This is a cha nce to hear

Writer

•

Chrls Taylor
Slaff wrller

The phenome nal blowng lass art or Dale Chihuly is o n
display at Gonzaga
University 's new Jundt Art
Mu seu m. His work p ushes the
limits of s ize, space and colo r
in :1 classic art ro rm. Among
the pieces is an 18--foot
abstract chande lier, w hich is a
pe rmane nt pa n or the museu m.
Chihuly, reputedly the
greatest blown-glass artist in
the world, has rece ived a long
list of ho nors in recognition
o f his incred ible tale nt. His
work is known and reve red
worldwide.
The Washington native is
o ne or o nly four Americans
e ver to have had an exhibit in
the Louvre. It's no wonder hLo:;
work was chose n to be the
first exhibit in the new
mu se um. The exhibit is small,
bu t it contains so much.

CD Reviews:

There is an organic q u::ility
to each piece. They take o n a
fragile life or the ir own, with
sort, folding, liqu id des ign s
set in hard glass.
TI1e exhibit includes
examples or some of the
many fo rms Chihuly produces. There are niijima
floats, huge, glowing metaUic
glass s pheres the size of
beach balls.
The macchia look like a
cross between seashells and
cups, each o ne is uniquely
spec kled and b lotted with a
rainbow of colors. O ne
gorgeous piece is a collection
or clea r baskets huddled o ne
inside the other.
There are a lso two kinds o r
Pers ians, wavy, natural
shapes. One foarures wall mounted curvy flowe rs
showing off or a range or
light red and b rowns, the
other a menagerie o r sinewy
blue flowers nestled in ruffl ed
yellow folds that enthralled

R..omi/:;a sa111ials & clogs for 111611 &
from qermt1111f

• High- tech training

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educa1ion
Experience
face llcnt salary
Management opportunities
Medical and dental coverage
Ad vancement
Worldwide tr.tve l
Tax-free al lo wances

ENTERTAINMENT EDrTOR

Joy Division is an importan t, influ ential band; of that
there can be no doubt.
Th ey've managed to crea te :.i

catalog o r music that is both
essential and valuable.
Virgin records has issued a
compil a1ion or Joy Division
covers, e ntitled A Me,ms To
An End. Fourtee n bands give
fourtee n inte rp reta tions or the
mu sic Joy Division brought
into bei ng.
Taken as a compilatio n
withou t a theme , A Means To
An End does we ll . The bands
put in qua lity perfonnances,
making 1his a va ried and
in teresti ng listen. As a tribu1e
to a legend, howeve r, A
Means To An End falls sho rt .

W0/1161!

Uqq from A11stralit1
sl!eeps/:;i11 /;oots & sal!tfals

For more lnfonnation call
J.8()042J.USAF or contact your
locaJ Air Fon-:c rccroiteL

Me11e 3/tirts & f"tJC/:;ets f10111 Wailrti:lr.
Melton. & Moose Cree/:;

Bar & Grill• W. 321 Sprague• (509) 624-4549
Total 80's

• Wednesday •
Ladies Night - 25q; Champagne & Coolers

•Thursday•
Coll ege Night - $2.50 pitchers

• Friday & Saturday •
Live Rock!

•

•
•

Happg
llour

BAR &

GRILL

Wine, food & Cocktails
\'//. 4525 Seltice Way
Coe ur d'Alene
(208) 666-9087

Rrnu Lynn Btk1/r
S1acir: ltr Rogrr,

M1ecelld.1MGWS imporkdjewelrlf & gift items

Br~, fr knJ~.
GraJumr:J rogrllwr, Ju11r 6. 199.. 1.
KWril 1ogr1hr 1;Junr /0, 1993
Whlttw(l/tf, WI

Now 8elli11g Hemp Accessories t111d Clotl!i11g
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n-.e vision or Joy Division
does n't make its prese nce
immediately known. It may
be p resu,nptuo us to assume
these a rtists were attempting
to commu nicate this vision,
but o ne would expec t they
were.
A Means To An End waits
un til the eleventh Cllt, Desert
Storm's version or ''Warsaw",

r·

l.

through the display , which
ends December 15, b ut the
wealth of the experience
ca nnot be measu red. tr you
have neve r seen Chihuly's
work , you owe it to yourself
to 1.: heck this exhibit out.
There is simply nothing else
like it.
Combining classic traditio ns

~~!;! ~~~a¥

with a bombast style a ll his

own, Chihuly 1old the audience a recent lectu re at
Gonzaga that ~Techniques
have been stolen, and in
places l add a few or my
own ... There 's something very
diffe rent."
Very diffe rent indeed, and
very beautiful.

,.•..

,.

ti

in~e~
~ ! x ~ ~o~r th eir own
ing. Th ey have fun with th e
mu sic, tiying so mething new
song; they smmd al ive.
wirh a song by a ba nd
goclheadSilo he ight ens the
whose sound never gets old .
sudden e nergy with ~They
The true potential o f A
Walked In Line." Mike Kunka
Means To An End li es in
and Dan H:-. ugh d o more with finding new fa ns fo r Joy
bass, drums, and vocals than
Division . If ii can accommost bands with twice the
plis h this, then it is tn.d y
number o r instruments. Face
worthy as a means to that
To Face lay the lyrics or
e nd .

'1

'
,,

Sta

Wrlzer

At his best, Randy New ma n
is near brilliant, co mbining an
acerbic wit with hook-laden
melod ies that ca n play in
your he ad fo r days .
At his wo rst, he can deli ver
sopho moric babb le set to
pre 1e mious music that is the
rock 'n' roll cqu iva lem of
finge rn ::i il s sc r::ip ing a blackboard.
Unfortunat ely, "Faust" falls
squarely in the laner category.
Newma n's ill-conceived

upda1e o r Goethe's cl ass ic ta le
o f the battle between good
:m cl ev il is being ballyhooed
by Re prise Records as i1 s first
CO+ p rojec t, slated fo r re lease
in November.
Sta rring Newman as the
d evi l and James Taylo r as
God, the "roc k o pe ra" also
re:11u res contributio ns from
13onnie Raitt a nd '70s hasbeens Elton Jo hn , Linda
Ronds1ad1 and Don He nley,
but no amo unt o f star power
could save this turkey.
One suspects that thi s
"The American President"

(~1ichae l Douglas, Annette
Bening) A Rob Rei ner roman aters
tic drama/comedy about life,
love, and the American
"Goldeneye" (Pierce
Pres idency. Also sta rring
Brosnan) The latest 007 epic Martin Sheen, Michael J. Fox
is big-budget action thriller
and Richard Dreyfuss.
portrayi ng James Bond as
he foils a Russian faction 's
"Casino" (Robert De Niro,
plot to d estroy England.
Sharon Stone, Joe Pesci) A
<<RECOMMENDED»
Martin Scorcese film deL,iling
the shadier side of high
"Nick of Time' (Johnny
rollers.
Depp, Christophe r Walken)
It's thrilling, edge-of-you r"Money Train" (Wesley
seat action, as Johnny Depp Snipes, Woody Harre lson)
is forced to assassinate a
Wesley a nd Woody ream up
government official to save
as trnin cops who turn thieves
his daughter. <<RECOMin this act.ion-packed movie.
MENDED»
"It Takes Two" (Sieve
G ue uenburg, Kirstie Alley,
"Toy Story" Disney
presents the first COM·
T he Olson Twins) It's "" Pa rent
PLETEL Y compute r-aniTrap" rejuvenated by the
mated movie, rea turing the
Olson Tw ins :1 nd the ir
voices o f To m Hanks and
c h:1risma tic co-le:1d s.
T im Allen.
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Newman's faux 'Faust' a failure
Steve Grasser
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project was c reared wi1h 1he
CD+ concept in mind; it
certain ly isn 't worth th e
pr ice of admiss io n fo r its
mu sic.

..

Movies ou t o n Video this

week

,

New this week to The-

Wome11e Clot/res from llfdltt- Verlf U11i<1J1e

•Sunday•

and amazed all viewers.
·n1ere ex.hib it a lso includes
a s hort film detailing the
cre ative process o f blowing
glass.
You ca n see for you rself
some of Ch ihuly 's o ther
works, and watc h as abstract
finge rprint blueprints are
transformed into illcredible
pieces o r art.
O ne especially stirring
scene is when a n associate o f
Chihuly's "sculpts" a child-size
cherub out or g lass right
before ya m eyes.
It's worth the trip to
Gonzaga just to sec the new
chandtjier. Com~ed of
more than 8(X) pieces of
twisting pink shapes, it tapers
down from the ceili ng into a
huge, writhing masS of light.
Everything alx>u t the piece,
the inte nsity of the colors, the
way the light plays' inside and
off the contou rs, the very
scope or it, is b reathtaking.
It doesn't take long to wa lk

Movie News

Atp~d S'M!dters. l!dts. gloves. dM
wdll l!dlf§l"ngs (f0/11 Per11, .t.c11ddor & MeX1co

OUTBACK JACK'S
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Joy Division tribute filling but not
JUSTIN HAISTROM

3/toes from Clarks of .t.11glt111tf
& 11tft1!s & Clogs for 111611 t111tf W0/11611

G reat Re,L<rons Why You
Should Choose Air Force:

,,

Arts & ~ Entertainment

Across from tlte ffistoric DtJventort Motel

:H 1hc

~

Chihuly glass exhibit guaranteed to blow your mind

Bohe1111a11 Trt:1di11g
824 W Srag11e Ave1111e • 858-5924

co mmuni ty wi 1h ~1 re:i.ding
fro m her n:11io n:1!ly-rc nowned

novel ''Salt Da ncers" b st wee k
D:1.ve nport Ho1e l.
The histo ric hotel. wh ich
sponso red the se"ries prov idecl
the e lega rn Eliz::i bethan Roo m
free of chI1rge for me eve nt.
The bea utifu l, vintage roo m
was th e idea l se tting for
1-lcgis' wa rm , acce nted
elocution, w hich she combined w ith d e licate, razorsharp imagery to penetrate
the revere nt silence or the
hundred-plus people in
attendance.
'"'Sal t Dancers" is the story

notion that Spokane is limited in
the arts."
The EWU, MFA reading series
continues in December with Lesa
Luders reading fro m her newly
published "Lady God." Luders, a
new professor in the EWU,
creative writing program, is the
most recent addition to Eastern's
MFA literary dream tea m.

lmport-f.X,Port

As port o f th e 1995-% EWlJ
1\laster of Fine Arts reading
~cries. Eas1e rn 's res idem
lit c r:11;,1 ce lebrity, Ursul:1 Heg i,
p resented th e Spo kane

•

some o f o ur nation's best
writers. Don't pass it up! "
When asked fo r her
reaction to the reading,
laura Moulton, an EWU,
MFA stude nt, praised the
evening enthusiastically by
saying, "Events like this are
great for Spokane, because
they help disprove the

Novembe r 30, 1995
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"Congo" (Tim Curry)
Science fictio n thrille r
based on the Michael
Crichto n novel about a
research projec t gone
awry.
"Johnny Mnemonic"
(Kea nu Reeves, Dolph
Lundgren) Based o n a
W illiam Gibson novel,
Johnny's got to deliver the
secrets in his head before
the world fa lls to disease
or he fa lls from brain
overload. Also featurin g
Henry Rollins.
"ApoUo 13" (To m

Hank s, Kev in B:1con)
Heart-poundi ng ta le of the
OTHER moon miss ion and
th e resulting ::i.dventure .
Also featuring Bill Paxton,
Ed I larris ~ind Gary Sinicse .
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Women's 8-ball host· GU
lntramurals grows

12

David C. Edwards
Sports Writer

Last Friday night, the
Eagles opened their 1995-96
non-conference schedule in
New Orleans against Southeastern Louisiana. Freshman
guard Kelly Bartleson led the
Eagles to a 30-25 flrst half
I ad w ith a 10 point first half
performance. The Eagles led
SLU by as many as nine on
two occasions in the second s::
h3lf, but lost 56-48 after 20
g
second-half Eagle turnovers 13
rased the leads.
~
Senior forward Kristy
Missall and freshman guard
Ke lly Bartleson both finished
with ten points apiece. Junior
guard Jennifer Sutter dished
out nine assists and grabbed
six rebounds before fouling
out of the game.
"We really didn't challenge
anybody. I think that we
looked more like the hunted
instead of the hunter," said
coach Heidi VanDerveer.
"We should have gone after
it and played a little more
poised and more in control."
On Sunday afternoon, the
Eagles faced the talented
Green Wave of Tulane and
turnovers were once again
th~ Eagles downfall.
C.Ommitting 18 first half
turnovers and 26 in the game
led to 25 Green Wave- points.
Senior forward Tina Smith
led the way for the Eagles
with 11 points and five
rebounds.
"I was surprised at how
we played since we've been
working really hard for the
past five weeks and beating
up on each other pretty well.
The good thing that came out
of the games was that we
figured out what we needed
to work on to compete with
very good teams," said
VanDerveer.
For the two games, Kristy
Missall made l~f-17 shots

David C. Edwards
Sports Writer

Resa Watterson will look to light It up against the
Gonzaga Bulldogs tonight at Reese Court.
team because they're very
for 58.8 percent; Tina Smith
talented," said Eagles coach
was the team's leading
Heidi VanDerveer.
rebounder with a two-game
"We should not be intimitotal of 14.
dated by them. We should go
Kelly Bartleson, a '95
.out and play with a lot of
Shadle Park High graduate,
confidence and hopefully be
had an impressive Eagle
very successful."
debut by starting both games
The Bulldogs opened their
and leading the team with 11
steals in the two games, seven second-season under coach
Kelle Barney last weekend in
against Tulane.
Lincoln, Nebraska at the
The Lady Eagles look to
Cablevision Classic. Against
break into the win column
host Nebraska, the Bulldogs
tonight, and end a four game
were held: to 29-percent
losing streak, against crosstown rival Gonzaga University shooting from the field in a
87-40 loss.
at Reese C.Ourt. Last year, the
The next night against
Eagles dropped both games
James Madison, Gonzaga's
to the Bulldogs by scores of
offense came alive behind
70-58, and 71-62.
senior forward Joy Pauly who
Tip-off is at 7 p.m.
poured in 27 points for the
"I think -we know Gonzaga
Lady Bulldogs.
pretty well. We know who
Unfortunately, it wasn't
they have on their team, the
enough as the Bulldogs went
style of play. I think that it's a
down to defeat, 72-66.
very good challenge for our

Chiefs lose at home
Patrick Robertson
Sports Writer

The Spokane Chiefs
Hockey Club has fallen on
hard times in the past two
weeks.
They were looking to move

up in the standings with an
extended stretch of home
games, but things do not
always go as planned.
Dropping from third place
with a 15-6 record to fourth
place with a 16-9-1 tally was
the last thing they expected.

Part-time and full-time. World
EMPLOYMENT
Cruise ship.s hiring Travel the Travel. Caribbean, Hawaii. All
world while earning an excel- positions available. No experilent income in the Cruise Ship & ence. Call (520) 505- 3123.
Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal &
full-time employment available.
TO BUY OR SELL
No exp. necessary. For info. Hundreds of elementary and .
Call 1-206-634-0468ext. ai0942 - early childhood teaching resources, professional reading,
Conversational Enalish teach- student teacher textbooks and
ers neede1d in South Korea im- much more. Call Kristi 921mediately. Bachelor's required . . 8133
No fees. C.Ontact us at English
Teacher Recruiting Service,
FINANCIAL AID
9011-2 George Avenue, Berrien
FREE
FINANCIAL
AID! Over $6
springs, MI 49103-1602, or (616)
Billion
in
private
sector grants
473-2129
& scholarships is now available. All students are eligible
CRUISE SJilP JOBS! Attention: regardless of grades, income,
Students. Earn $2000+ monthly. or parent's income. Let us help.

Need a study break?
Want to have some fun?
Why not join your frie nds
in participating in one of the
largest on-campus activities
- intramura ls.
Over tl1e past three years,
participation in the intramural
program has been steadily
increasing. During the 199394 school year, 2,264 students
participated in intramural
sports. The following year,
that number went up by
another 683 students. So far
this year, intramural participation is up 23% from the1994
fall quarter.
Third-year intramural
director Mike Capitelli
attributes the increase in
numbers this fall to his stafrs
off-season work. "We attended all the student orientations over the summer. We
caught students when they
were coming onto campus,"
he said. "A lot of students
dori't know what's available

fqr them on campus. We
really hit them hard over in
the dorms with marketing and
let them know what was
going on over here. And I
think bits and pieces of all
those things are starting to
come through."
According to Capitelli,
another reason for the
increase in the number of
students is the fact that soccer
has been changed to a fiv;eon- five format mstead of ihe
original eight-on-eight and the
field has been shortened to 50
yards. The teams havejumped
from ten to seventeen since
1994.
Why do students enjoy
intramurals so much?
According to former
intramural student director Mo

Chiefs Dmitri Leonov, Greg Portland Winter Hawks,
Spokane's defense has been
Leeb, Darren Sinclair, and
allowing one goal after
Jason Podollan have been
leading a very efficient
another. Also, opponents
have had an open season on
offense, but the brilliant goalthe Chiefs' net-minders,
tending and stingy qefense
Chiefs fans had grown :- ·
making the most of their
· power play situations.
accustomed to earlier in the
For example, goalie David
year seems to be faltering.
Lemanowicz was yanked out
With t11e exception of
Sunday's game against the
of the game on Nov. 18 after

Owen, who's team recently
lost their 3x3 championship
after three years, "It's playing
with my buddies. Since EWU
is a commuter school, there
isn't a lot of ca mpus spirit.
lntramurals fill in for some of
the campus spirit that is
missing."
When asked what kind of
changes the intramural
de partment could be making
next quarte r, se nior Rob
Adams s~id, "I think that they
should check the numbe r of
college athletes that play (in
intramurals). As long as they
are non-scholarship athletes, I
think that they should be able
to have as many people as
they want (on a team). I do
think that it should be broken
up, though. In years past,
there have been former
basketball and football
players that come in after
their season and they'll have
six or seven of them on one
team. I don't have a oroblem
with it 'cause our team is
usually very competitive, but
the teams that don't have any
former or current athletes are
at a terrible disadvantage."
Intramurals will offer one
"A" and two "B" leagues,
competitive and recreational,
for volleyball, and five-on-five
co-ed and regular basketball.
Indoor soccer will take
place on Sunday nights. For
five dollars a week, you can
bowl in the co-ed league,
and there will also be an
individual racquetball league.
During Intramural competition in fall quarter, 1,043 ·
students participated in some
way. In the whole school
year of 1994-1995, there was
a total of 2,947 student
participants. That number
was up from 2,264 from the
previous year. This year
lCX>ks to surpass both years.

allowing five goals (four of
them on power plays) in the
first 24:1.8 against the Chiefs'
rivals, the Tri-City Americans.
But hey, take heart, Chiefs
fans. There is still a playoff
caliber team in the Spokane
Arena whose slump is sure to
tum around in the next
couple of games.

Call Student Financial Services: ' Fast, Easy- No financial obliga- and who they'd like to meet. No
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60941.
tion. (800) 862-1982 Ext. 33.
900 numbers. Sample for free.
Call and-listen 24 hours a day
w/o obligation. 482-4644.
HOUSING
SERVICES
3 Bedroom house for rent in SPOKANE SINGLES IJNE. From
Spokane for winter and spring the privacy of your home or International Students-Visitors.
quarters. Rent negotiable, ask- offi~e, you can call our free DV-1 Greencard Program available. Tel: 1-000-«io-7167 &(818)
ing $750. 456-0~98
loc~l number and listen to 772-7168. #20231 Stagg St.
peqple describing themselves Canoga Park, CA 91306.
Attention: Real Good Deal! Furnished, older 2 bedroom trailer,
1 bath, new furnace in Cheney.
$5,000 cash or $6,500 with
$3,000 down and $300 per
month. 324-6420.
FUND RAISING

FAST FUND-RAISER - Raise
$500 in 5 days--Greeks, Group.s,
Clubs, Motivated individuals.
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IM ends in flurry
Ballers took on Gottem Coach
for the men's basketball 6'
and over T-shirts.
In the first ever 3x3 co-ed
The Ballers came out
championships basketball
determined not to let this
game, Fab Four took on the
game be as close as their
regular season champions the second round one-point
Phasers. The Phasers' Ginny
victory had been . Mark
Knox got off to a rip-roaring
Watson and Andre Ervins
sta rt as she scor d six of the
tried to keep it close, but
tea m's first eight points.
wer worn out from their
Afte r Knox had he r fill
previous game.
Greg Pa ribello ca me off the
The Mad Ballers e nded the
be nch and muscl d in four of ga me with some p retty shots
the next fi ve sho ts fo r th e
to win the contest 25-1 .
Phase rs.
The league MVP went
Fab Four's Bria n Tho rto n
toChris Papich of Reign Man .
kept his t am in Lh ga m by
The o- cl "B" volleyball
scoring fo ur straight po ints.
tournament e nd cl with a
Then reg Paribe llo went to
worthy champio n being
work . He cor cl six of the
crowned. Aft r suffering a
final po ints. The game e nd d
cl f at to AUAP 's Be t in the
w h n raig Jones hit a
third round , Mikey Digs It
baselin jumper.
battled through the losers
Tournament MVP's were
bracket to the championship
reg Paribello and ,inny
game we re they would once ·
Knox. The Fourth Player
again face AUAP 's Best.
Award went to Lori Tomko.
Big hits by Luke Botzhie m
The women's 3x3 basketwere n't nough for AUAP 's
ball championships pitted th e
Best as Jason Maioho's digs
Hoopstas against Ge nocide.
and stellar net play led the
Hoopstas took an early lead
way for Mikey Digs It. They
behind consecutive buckets
defeated AUAP's Best in four
by Rachel Porter. But it wasn 't straight games to win the
enough to squelch team'
coveted IM T-shirts. MVP
Genocide. Kathryn Chasse
awards went to Peter Lech
lead Genocide to a 15-14
and Wendy Walker.
time-limit victory over the
Finally, the championship
Hoopstas. Chasse was named game for u A" co-ea volleybal I
the MVP for the tournament.
was decided with the Players
Buttnaked was looking for
facing Omega. The Players,
an unprecedented fourth 3x3
who came into the series
(Tues /l'hurs), six-foot-andundefeated, fell behind in
under basketball championgame one by a score of 2-8.
ship, but the Dukes of Hazard After a quick timeout, the
had somethin~ else in mind.
Players rebounded and took ·
Mo Owen of Buttnaked
the first game 16-14.
G~11;1e two saw Om ga fall
scored ~9 ,ac,-gq~tjc t?pc~~ts, ..
but Dukes' D"ere~ Browns'o n; · behind by 3' early' oh, bur
Mande Butler quickly rectified
Ryan Helms, and Scott
that as she served three
O'Laughlin were just too
straight points for Omega to
much for the three-time
defending champions. The
tie up the score. With the
MVP of the league was
score tied at five, Jeff Oram of
Omega served 10 straight
Jeremy Himmerich.
The men's Monday I
points to knot up the series at
Wednesday six-foot-andone apiece.
under tournament championIn game three, Omega
ship was decided between
came out strong again, taking
3EEEE and Pesqually. Joel
an early 5-3 lead behind the
and Jeremy Schillinger's
kills of Jeff Oram.
The two teams went back
outside shooting and the
and forth until the Players'
inside play of Chad Hogan
Craig Jones put together an
and Brian Deboir turned up
the defensive pressure to win
amazing show of strategic tips
the championship by a score
followed by crushing kills to
of 25-17. Brian Thorton was
lead the Players to a 15-12
victory and the championship.
named the tournament MVP
for leading his team to the TCongratulations to the undefeated Players.
shirt game.
In a rematch from the
MVP's for co-ed "A" were
second round, the Mad
Jeff Oram and Tiffany Scott.
David C. Edwards
rfS Wrllft"

1

6iSHOWIES6i
BREAKFAST
1,

' · Saturdays & Sundays 9:00am to 1:00pm
$1.00 off with Eastern 1.0.
Hash Brown
Choice of:
3 Eggs
Coffee, Milk,
Your choice of:
Orange Juice, or
2 Ham or
Beverage
2 German Sausage or
"ONLY $5.00
5 Bacon
Mimosas $2.00

M.eet your friends at Showies for breakfast!
Che{-J~~o.n .serv~s qrea~ast _in the Showies
trad1t1on of good food ~nd lots .of it!
Must be 21 years of age
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Eagles· drop two to WSU, UW
Dan Ga,;cia
~rtsEdttor

The-Eastern Eagles basketball team traveled to Pullman
Sunday to take on Pac-10 foes
Washington State. Easte rn
made the trip suiting up only
eight players.
Injuries are ta king an ea rly
toll on Easte rn - two pla yers
have already bee n lost for the
season . Fabian Spe ncer
suffe red a kn ee injury and
Edd ie Nea l suffe red a nonbasketball related back injury.
Adel th at to two play r
suspe nsions and Easte rn is
hurting bad ly.
Ce nt ~r M lvin Le w is is still
o n suspension pe nding a
NCAA and Easte rn inv stigation into credits ear(lecl whil e
at a junior college . According
t~~ n article by Alexande r
Wolff and Don Yaege r in the
Aug. 7, 19.95 issu_e of Sports
Illustrated, Lewis .scored a
perfect 62 on an Algebra final
in the summer of 1993. The
credits earned in that course ,.
are what is being. investigated.
Team captain and starting
guard D'Mitri Rideout,
described by Coach Aggers as
"...a mainstay of this program," also sat out the game
on suspension for a violation
of team rules.
Washington State wasted
no time in taking advantage
of their absence. The Cougars'
Isaac Fontaine led all scorers
with 23 points, leading his
team to a 90-58 win, their
second of the season. The
Eagles were out-rebounded
by Wazzu 44-26 and out.,shot
54.8 percent to 35.7 percent.
Coach Aggers feels that
playing this type of talent
early in the year in will have
a positive effect on his team
in January. "Nobody likes to
play a Pac-10 favorite in the
opening game out of the gate,
particularly in a transition and
rebuilding year," he said.
"Our basketball team will be
a better team in January by
playing these good teams and
Pac-10 competition."
Eastern was led by Bryan
Carter's 13 points, .followed
by Curtis Porter's 12, and
Adam Dean's 10.
On Tuesday, the University
of Washington Huskies visited
Reese Court to take on our
Eagles. The Eagles played
steady unselfish basketball

Jessica Jobnso11

Adam Dean scores an easy bucket against the Huskies.

through the first half and
stayed close to the Huskies .
D'mitri Rideout scored 6 of
the first 10 Eagle points, and
Adam Dean picked up some
easy buckets to help the
Eagles trail at halftime 29-22.
The excited Eagle crowd
screamed and hollered as the
Eagles came out of the locker
room after halftime. The
Eagles continued to play
impressively until halfway
through the second half. The
Eagles then seemed to get
anxious on offense and
started to take t he bad shots
that were hallmarks of former
Eastern squads. Turnovers
also started to mount as
Eastern gave up 31 to tie a
school record.
One notable difference was
the sideline attitude of Head
Coach Steve Aggers. Aggers
applauded his players for
hustle and playing with heart.
Some fans stated that they
liked what they saw out of
the new coach and his ways
on the sideline. They (fans)
seem to believe that he is
more involved in the game
and more supporting of his
players than former coach
John Wade.

Eastern e nded up losing
the game, 74-55. D'mitri
Rideout and Curtis Porter led
the Eagles with 12 points
apiece. Adam Dean pitched
in 10 and Mike Sims added 8
in the Eagle loss.
Eastern will travel to San
Francisco this weekend to
play in the Met Life Classic.
Eastern will open play against
the tournament's host, the
University of San Francisco, at
8 PM on Friday. If Eastern
wins , they will play e ither
Southwest Texas or Hofstra in
the championship game at 8
PM on Saturday. If Eastern
happens to lose, they will
play in the consolation game
at 5:30 PM on Saturday.
Eastern has been to this
tournament before, taking
third in 1991 after losing to St.
Peter's 79-74 and then beating
Marist 85-82.
The Eagles wilf play three
home games before the start
of winter quarter. Next
Thursday, Dec. 7, the Eagles
will host Portland. On Dec.
16, Carroll will be in town,
and on Dec. 30,' Eastern will
play host to Whitman. All
games will be aired live over
KSBN 1230 AM with Larry
Weir calling the game.
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Listen up:

Kiss my claSS<schedulegoodbye)
It's time to suggest administrators clean out their ears. According to a memo sent out by the Course Scheduling Committee, the
practical benefits of the proposed course scheduling changes
include: great scheduling flexibility for students, better employment opportunities during and after college, less time to degree,
increase in campus activity, a stimulating college atmosphere and
better use of classroom facilities. The benefits claimed in fact range
from the1ridiculous to outright misrepresentation of fact.
One rationale for the proposed change cites interdepartmental
conflicts in scheduling required and elective courses. The proposed course scheduling program would decrease the number of
courses and sections offered. Reducing the number of cottrses
available forces students to spend more time on campus while
extending the time necessary to earn a degree. The proposed
scheduling makes student schedules less flexible for work availability and would consequently limit, not extend, employment
opportunities. Furthermore, study time, library time and domestic
duty-time also suffer. Time for social or extracurricular activities?
Just forget about it.
The reduction in the number of courses offered creates an even
greater registration nightmare. To maintain full-time status, students must register for unwanted and unnecessary classes. In
addition, the proposed liberal arts reform increases undergraduate
requirements. Competition for required courses results in a
logjam, adding quarters to student schedules.
In the long run, students would spend more money at Eastern
while job opportunities disappear. Students would spend more
time on campus, increasing competition for already inadequate
parking and student services. The proposed plan might benefit
Baldy's and the Campus Bookstore, by providing them "captive"
consumers.
An increase in campus activity and a stimulating college
atmosphere sounds ideal. But more than half of Eastem's student
body consists of non-traditional and commuting students who
possess little free time. Regardless of status, most students focu~
on attending class, completing homework, graduating on time
and leaving Eastern fast and far behind. A special extracurricular
activity time seems disruptive and for the majority, unnecessary.
Eastern's failure to provide adequate student services and
activities results in the lack nf a stimulating atmosphere. Thi.<;
includes a general lack of course variety within certain disciplines .
The proposed course scheduling, by reducing the overall number
of courses, complicates this problem.
Regardless of the administration's illusions of "how college life
should be, " college students no longe r have the time or the ability
to play at college. The Animal House menta lity died out in the 80's.
Less than ten percent of the stude nt body participates in sn1dent
government - the main sou rce of fu nding for most curricular
activities. Students want to get on with their lives, not spe nd five
or six yea rs and tens of thousands to earn only a Bachelor's degree.
Despite what the committee says, course scheduling changes
wi ll not encou rage on-campus or Cheney residency due to the
la k of facilities and exorbitant rates c harged in family housi ng,
dorms and Cheney in genera l. Furthermore, a very real dichotomy
co ntinues to exist betwee n Eastern ·s campus and Cheney.
ccording to the conunittee memo, another scheduling change
b nefit exists in better use of classroom space. Efficient use of
classroom space requires repairing leaky roofs, retaining classified
SL'lff and better planning on distribution of classes.
The committee explains that the proposed lengthening of class
time could result in utilization of a gre:iter variety of teaching
methods.This rationale fails to note that several two- and threehour sessions maintain "traditional" methods. The extra 35 minutes encourages "40 days and 40 nights of videotape," to coin an
education professor's phrase. Lengthened classes also presage
class cancellations and early releases, decreasing learning time,
not improving quality. Studies indicate the most effective learning
occurs in the first 30 minutes, debunking the necessity for an
increase to 85 minutes.
All the reasons for the proposed changes and their alleged
benefits are misleading, inaccurate and just plain wrong. If the
current proposals pass, students will spend more hours on
campus and obtain less education while tuition rates rise and
fmancial aid falls.
The Mission Statement Committee, the Space Planning Committee and the Course Scheduling Committee need to meet together
with department planners to determine university responsibilities, ·
goals and capabilities. But first, they need to clean out their ears.
Kathleen Warring
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Happy holidays

You're a mean one, Mr. "Gingrinch"
·Sarah A.. Miller and
Renee Potte

Staff Writer and C<¥')' Editor
As the fall quarter winds
down, our thoughts turn to
the holiday season. Flush with
anticipation, children tune
into popular stories of
Christmas on TV. A perennial
favorite is the cartoon, "How
The Grinch ~tole Christmas,"
described on the video jacket
as a tale of "the crotchety
Grinch, with ' termites in his
smile' and 'garlic in his soul,'
[who tries! to wipe out
Christmas for the cheerful
Whovillians, only to discover
the true spirit of the holiday
season lies beyond his
covetous grasp.•· The jacket
claims the story "will wam1
the most miserly hea rt."
Perhaps we should slip a
copy of the Dr. Seuss fable
into the Christmas stocking of
each member of the 104th
Congress. Even if the similarities between the story's antihero and their cheerless
leader, Newt Gingrich, were
to somehow escape them, it
might remind them of their
humanity and responsibility
toward the most vulnerable
members of our society. They
appear to need a reminder.
Gingrich, Dole, Gramm and
their cronies in Congress and
the Senate seem hellbent on
giving America's children the
proverbial lump of coal for
Christmas, in the form of
p<')licies which reduce or
eliminate environmental
protection regulations, reduce

Medicare and Medicaid
benefits and overfund the
Pentagon. If conservatives
realize their dark vision,
children can look forward to
their Christmas futures
· becoming ever more
Dickensian, while corpora. tions and their political
minions pursue profits
unencumbered by the burden
of social responsibility.
Gingrich and the other
Republican leaders (with the
help of the corporate mass
media) have achieved considerable success in demonizing
the less fortunate in our
society and ex penditures on
thei r behalf. But social service
spending for the poor and
truly needy is minor compared to government spending on corporate welfare and
defense contracts. The retu rn
on these investments in
corporate America has been
and will continue to be more
low-paying, service-sector
jobs. This is the legacy we are
leaving to our children. Has
the lust for corporate profits
blinded our sense of responsibility even for the development of our nation's "human
capital?"
At the helm of this campaign sits Newt Gingrich, the
quintessential Grinch with
designs on Christmas, a
Robinhood-in-reverse deter-

mined to steal from the poor
and give to the rich. Gingrich
loves to chastise members of
what he refers to as "the
underclass" as being immoral.
But is the philosophy of

April Strader

Mike Ehnnantrout
Mara Parker

Justin Hallstrom
Dan Garcia
Copy Editor
Dennis Lunstroth
Michael Smith
Jon Dixson
Rob Baldwin
Heide Allan
Tony Walsh
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"Greed ls Good" moral? How
can we look into the eyes of
our children, the representatives of our future, and tell
them that our legacy to them
is a planet poisoned by
industrial wastes, nonaffordable healthcare, and the
most efficient bombs money
can buy?
Doesn't it make better (and
more moral) sense to balance
the federai budget on' the
"backs" of those who can
afford it? Taking money away
from programs that benefit
childre n and their mothers is
e roding the foundation of our
future. It's about time we
started investing heavily into
the ca re and feeding of our
most valuable national
resource - CHILDREN!
The winter holiday season
has traditionally been a time
when good wHI and "Christian charity" prevail. In the
children's story, even the
frozen heart of the villainous
Grinch thaws when he is
forced to confront the consequences of his cupidity. We
can only hope for a similar
softening in the "miserly
heart" of our version of "the
Grinch who stole Christmas,"
and those of his partners in
crime, the "honorable lawmakers" of the 104th Congress.
No less than the inhabitants
of Whoville, America's
children deserve more than a
lump of coal in their stocking
and an exhortation from the
Grinch to pull themselves up
by their bootstraps.
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to vthe .editor

that I supported them ·a nd what they :
were doing. It was a'n extremely
powerful rally with a really important
message. You sent your provost, but
where were you?
Where do I park it?
Sexual assault center
Don't you realize how much more
effective your words would be if they
expresses con~ern
Over the past weeke nd, I expericame directly from you? Are we not
enced yet another way that Easte rn
At the Sexual Assault Center of
important enough for you?
Washington University takes advanLutheran Social Services and the
When was the last time you had
Advocate Program in particular, we
lunch at Baldy's and sat with students? tage of me. At the beginning of the
1995 fall quarter, I bought a $48.50
would like to address the article in
How often in your years here have
your campus newspaper Thursday,
you walked through the five residence permit for a parking space in lot Pl6,
located between the Phase Center and
November 16.
halls on campus? Have you made any
Dressler Residence Hall. I was not
We compliment you on your
attempt at all to meet with the hall
even
able to park in this lot for the
concern and good journalism regarddirectors and resident advisors who
first
few
weeks of school because
ing the sexual assault of a student onrun your residence halls and interact
they decided to resurface the lot, yet I
campus.
with over 1,000 students here on
still had to pay the total amount to
We are also always concerned that
campus?
park there.
our trained advocate can be accessed
I am a resident advisor in Morrison
This weekend during the EWU
in a matter of minutes when a call on
Hall and would really-1ike to sit down
volleyball game and the Cheney High
the crisis line comes in. For over 20
and speak with you. I tried to invite
School football game I began to
years this has been a service to
you to the opening all-hall meeting at
question again if I even had a parking
victims of sexual abuse in the Inland
Morrison this fall, but your secretary
Empire and we pride ourselves on the said since you live in Spokane you · space in lot Pl6. After returning from
a ~uick errand on Friday morning I
efficiency of our work. However
wouldn't come out on a Sunday night
problems arise inevitably and "snafus" just for our meeting. By attending that found that almost all the spaces in lot
P16 purchased by EWU students were
do occur.
one meeting, you could have met
..
taken by spectators there for the
The situation on the night in
with over 300 students. What does
·
~
volley.ball
ga,me.
question, after much investigating and that say about how you feel toward
I was eventually able to find a spot
a printout from Password, our answer- EWU students?
on the far side of the lot and parked
ing service, was this:
Please remember.Dr,
. Drummond
...
,
A call from EWU Campus came
that without us you 'would oe·out of a cny car. But that evening I returqed
from Spokane and found a similar
through from Eastern's crisis line to
job. Make an effort in your busy
situation.
Due to the high school
our crisis line, 624-RAPE, at 11:12 p.m. schedule to let students.know that
~
football
game
that was going on in
The answering service attempted to
you €are about them. Don't send
contact our on-call person - this was
somebody else with Y,O~r message to . the stadium, all the parking places in
lot P16 were again filled. I was forced
11:12 p.m. - four calls were made to
the next rally. Be there in person.
contact the on-call person over six
Make the time to c;onnect wjth your to drive around the lot waiting for
someone to leave so I could have my
minutes. The advocate on-call was not students that are here o~ campus.
parking space. Finally, someone left,
near her phone and the message
Please take us seriously and let us
once again on the far side of the lot,
recorder came on. This is very
know that you realize we are very
and my friends and I hauled our bags
unusual and the back-up advocate
important!
Tiffany LaMont.e from a long day of shopping back to
said ·she never heard her pager go off.
Raident
Advisor,
Morrlaon Hall the do.rm in the snow and cold wind.
All of this is extremely unfortunate
Not only were all the spaces
and unlikely, as there are many backoccupied, but at the entrances there
up p~qres Ip g\a.c~, This tµJle,
people selling ,the parking
they simply didn't work.
Now'is the time to care " were
spaces.
In other words, Eastern
We are very aware of our responsiWashington
University sells its stuI
am
writing
to
you
regarding
bility and our commitment to sexual
dents
parking
spaces for an outraplans to create a University Preschool.
assault victims and will work very
geous
amount,
then turns around and
A collection of university student
hard to prevent such mishaps in the
sells
the
students'
spaces to sports
parents
worked
very
hard
to
reinstate
future.
spectators.
My
question
again: Where
a
university
preschool.
Students
met
liowever, the good news is that the
am I supposed to park? I guess I was
every condition and requirement set
victim in this case was taken to the
misled into thinking that because I
forth to gain sponsorship from the
hospital and given all the advocacy
bought a parking permit, I was
Education
Department,
create
a
possible by a great on-campus
actually
entitled to park there!
business
plan,
find
a
teacher
and
advocate. This was done by a trained
I
feel
that those who come to
petition
for
space.
We
have
taken
student advocate from EWU.
watch any sports activities on the
time from our busy schedules for
We continue to work closely and
EWU campus should park up in the
planning sessions, writing letters,
warmly with the Eastern Community.
free parking section of lot P12. This is
attending meetings, preparing presenbetter than selling out the already
tations,
filling
out
forms,
and
making
Marcia B. Gallucci
purchased parking spots of lot P16,
phone calls to facilitate this center in
causing the students who buy their
time for Winter Quarter, 1996. The
parking permits to not have a place to
only obstacle l~ft is getting into the
park. Lot P12 is also larger than lot
selected space in the Computer
Pl6, therefore it could hold more
Science Building. The ~pace Commitspectators. If EWU wants to use P16
tee does not wish to meet in time to
for sports spectator parking then they
Where have you been
accomplish this goal.
should
rethink the whole idea of
President
Drummond,
as
an
Marshall Drummond?
parking permits. It Is wrong for them
educator, you understand the necesto cheat the students out of their
sity of beginning such a program in a
I have been a student at Eastern
timely fashion. I, along with a number purchased spot.
Washington University for two years.
of
other student parents, request that
In those two years I have attended
Elizabeth Karppinen
you
use your influence and authority
rallies, served on different committees
to make this happen 'in a more timely
gone to athletic events, seen plays
'
manner. Many of us have volunteered
and musical concerts, and become a
to paint, furnish, deco.rate and assist
very involved student. However, in all
. ASEWU prez sends kudm
in any way we can to facilitate this
the events that I've attended, r•ve
procc-.ss.
President
Drummond,
I
am
never seen you. Where are you
· Two weeks ago, the students of
asking you to help iri any way that Is
President Drummond?
EWU
were· given the opportunity to
within your authority and influence.
Last year the ASEWU council
~perience
and see the first •big
Although Eastern Washington
organized a student rally to protest
name" talent to come to Cheney,
University
boasts
one
of
the
finest
cuts in faculty and education. I was
Washington in several years - the
education departments in the nation,
there, where were you?
·
Steve Miller Band. From all accounts,
it currently possesses the fewest
On Tuesday, November 21 I
resources for children of the university this concert was a huge success for
attended a very important rally to
our campus and the community.
community. Please help us to change
support surviv9rs of sexual assitult. I
To feature a concert 9f thjs magnithat
ima~e
in
a
more
timely
fashion
made time in my busy schedule: to go
tude took a cooperative effort from
and
set
up
a
model
for
other
schools
and listen to the speakers and let ·
the entire university community. My·
survivors of tqese awful crimes know
.,to follow.
Kathleen L Warring sincere congratulations and thanks to

Mr. Jerry Irwin for "pulling off' a fine
concert. Jerry has been committed to
programming student activities for
over seven years at our university. I
would also like to extend my thanks
for the effort and hours d edicated by
me mbers of the Activities, Programming and Ente rtainment Board
(A.P.E.). Additionally, I would like to
say a special thank-you to the many
me mbers of the unive rsity community
who contributed to this event's
success - trucking services, electricians, custodial, parking services, and
the Department of Student Life sta ff.
EWU students, we now know it is
possible to have a successful bigname concert on our campus. We 'd
like to have it happen more than once
every ten years! However, we need
your support. Let your student
representatives or the Student Life
office know who you would like to
see and hear at EWU. Once they are
on campus, don't forget to take the
time to see them perform.
Justin Franke

President, ASEWU

Let's clean up our act
I am writing as a concerned student
here at Eastern Washington University.
The current status of the campus is
horrendous. The problems range from
garbage all over the classrooms to
decaying leaves left to rot on the
sidewalks.
There are some parts of the campus
that stay clean such as the new PUB
building. This seems to me to be the
only place that ls somewhat clean, but
even on the outside of the PUB there
are drainage problems that cause
puddles to accumulate. As you walk
through the pleasant Eastern campus
the smell of rotting leaves greets you
wherever you venture. In my classes
the rooms are often left in shambles
with students' garbage strewn
throughout the room. There seems to
be a real problem here with keeping
things clean.
Not all the problems can be solved
by one particulary group of people. In
order to clean up the campus, it
would take an effort on all parts. It
would take students, faculty and
administrators coming togethe r to
solve this problem.
The students need to take greater
responsibility to pick up their garbage
and take care of their campus. Staff
and faculty need to do the same. If
everyone that went here would clean
up after themselves it certainly would
solve the garbage problem.
The problem of rotting leaves and
decaying campus infrastructure must
be solved by the administration. I
think instead of spending our money
on things like luxurious tables and
chairs the administration might do
something that would both give a
good impression of Eastern and
benefit the people paying for it. They
might want to consider what the
people have to walk through to get to
that new table and glorious PUB
building.
It seems to me that no matter how
you feel about this school, we are all
here, so we might as well take care of
the surroundings most of us have to
see at least five days a week.
Gretchen Fisher
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